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The menu of Independence Dairy King from Independence includes 6 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on
the menu cost about $3.7. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What Mark Dean likes about

Independence Dairy King:
I grew up in Independence and vividly recall the tasty ice cream. A walk up joint and the soft serve was great: it

was a funky place with pinache.I was always short-never could afford 'nana splits, but I am sure they were good.
And the theatre was next door: a sugar rush followed by the latest release. Good times. read more. What Vincent

L doesn't like about Independence Dairy King:
Independent choices here in Independence are few and far between, so this isn 't a bad choice if you make a

point of going out of your way to support small businesses. The custard and sprinkled add-ons I tried were
satisfyingly OK, although not necessarily at the level as more famous frozen custard venues in the Land, let
alone nationwide (Ted Drewes in Saint Louis comes to mind). Still, a decent treat if you don 't... read more.
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Appet�er�
YOGURT

10 m�� popular
SHAKE

Desser�
MILKSHAKES

Starter�
MINI DREAM CONE $3.0

Ic� crea� cup
BANANA SPLIT

Ic� crea�*
VANILLA

Sorbe�
REGULAR CONE

Sweet� & Dessert�
SUNDAE

Coffe�
MOCHA

Beverage� & Ic� Crea�
DREAM CONE $5.0

Ingredient� Use�
BANANA

Specialtie�
SUGAR CONE $2.8

WAFFLE CONE $4.0

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

PIZZA
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